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Fast fight for inheritance!

A fast-paced auction game
for 2 - 5 experienced bidders
8 years and older

T

here‘s excitement at the Wetherby auction house. After Lady Richmond‘s sudden and
unexpected death in the arms of her young lover Jacques Monetaire, the whole family
has gathered to fight over the enormous inheritance. Unfortunately, the distinguished Lady
Richmond did not leave a will, and her potential heirs cannot agree how the collection of
artworks, antiques, junk and trash should be divided up. The family lawyer and executor of the will, Mr. Harmsworth, has decided, for lack of a better option, to auction the
individual items in the extensive collection to the heirs. But this is easier said than done.
After all, the people who have come together in the Wetherby auction house are a pretty
explosive group.

Fiona Smith-Richmond: Lady Richmond‘s daughter Fiona is an arrogant
and spoiled brat. Pampered, quick-tempered, and unscrupulous, and thanks
to her mother‘s wealth, she always simply took whatever she wanted! Beware
of her. Because her father wasn‘t a lord, she isn‘t allowed to assume the title
of "Lady" like her mother and worries that she‘s going to come up short.

Sir Harvey Devenport: Lady Richmond‘s nephew isn‘t necessarily the
brightest bulb in the chandelier. As the son of a noble family, he is much
more interested in culinary enjoyment than lowly business dealings. But don‘t
be fooled by his good-natured appearance; he knows exactly how many
quail pies he can get for each of the objects in the auction.

Sir Arthur Richmond IV: Lady Richmond‘s brother is not at all financially
dependent on his sister‘s inheritance. But his family pride doesn‘t want the
valuable works of art to fall into the "wrong" hands. After all, some of the
items have been in the family for generations. And so the old school gentleman turns into a tough and calculating businessman.
Lady Esther Richmond-Devenport: The younger sister of Lady Richmond and mother of Sir Harvey Devenport is actually a lovely old lady. Her
advanced age means that she doesn‘t see so well anymore, and she seems
to have shrunk a little. She is much more frugal than her deceased sister but
naturally also wants a piece of the pie.
Jacques Monetaire: On a trip to Paris a couple of years ago, Lady Richmond brought home a young attractive lover as a souvenir – the attentive and
flattering Jacques Monetaire. Jacques claims to be a great French poet and
to have found his soulmate and muse in Lady Richmond. But really he was
only interested in the anticipated inheritance. Since Lady Richmond‘s death,
he no longer has to conceal his arrogance and true intentions.
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C o n te n ts

15 cheat tiles

1 game board

50 coins

1 money chest
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+
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1 auction block

2x

10x

8x

6x

4x
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+

2x
2x
12 auctioneer cards

37 object cards

During the tumultuous auction, the heirs all try to purchase the best parts of the inheritance for themselves while dumping the worthless junk on their rivals. But they don’t
always play fairly; they cheat, swap, and “borrow” money from rivals without asking.
The player who keeps an overview of the auction chaos and uses their money carefully
will manage to secure the best items and win the turbulent fight for Lady Richmond’s
inheritance.
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G ame setup
Place the game board in the middle of the table. Assemble the three-piece
money chest and place it to the side. Shuffle all playing cards face down,
and place them to the side as a draw pile. Leave space for a discard pile.

Place the auction block in the middle of the game board.
Deal one card from the draw pile face down on each of
the seven game board fields.
Each player selects a character and places the 3
associated cheat tiles (cheat, swap, borrow) face
up in front of them. Each player also receives 10
coins for their personal stockpile. The remaining
coins and cheat tiles are placed back in the
box.
Tip: It’s best to keep your personal coin stockpile as hidden as possible during the game.
After all, who wants people looking into their
wallet?

H ow to pla y
Whenever a card is turned over on the game board, each player can decide whether
they would like to start an auction. To do this, they need to grab the auction block.
Once the auction block is grabbed, then all face-up cards are up for bid as one group.
Doesn’t any player want to start an auction? Then, in a clockwise direction, the next
player turns over the next card for everyone to see. Cards continue to be turned up
to reveal the point values until a player decides to start an auction by grabbing the
auction block:
A uctio n
◆◆ Grab the auction block:
To start an auction, you must be the first person to grab the auction block
◆◆ Announce the opening bid:
Announce your opening bid and place the appropriate number of your coins on the
table. You are bidding on all face-up cards that are currently on the game board.
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◆◆ Raise or pass:
After the opening bid, the player to your left must raise your bid by one or more coins
and then place the appropriate number of coins in front of them. Anyone who doesn’t
want to bid can pass. Play continues in a clockwise direction, with players raising the
current bid by one or more coins (by laying the respective number of coins in front
of them), or by passing. If a player passes, then they may not make a bid later in the
auction round.
◆◆ Acceptance of a bid:
Bidding continues until no player wants to rfurther raise the bid. The player with the
highest bid wins the auction. The winner places the number of coins bid into the
money chest and then takes all of the face-up cards on the game board and places
them into a face-down pile. The other players take the coins they bid back into their
hidden stockpile.
The player who won the bid may turn over the next card on the game board.

Important auction rules:
◆◆ Warning! Did you grab the auction block but can’t make an opening bid because you
don’t have any coins? Then you need to shuffle the cards you have already won and
place them all face down, draw any card, and place it in the discard pile as a fine.
◆◆ Turn over cards fairly. Even when the auction gets chaotic, you should always turn
over a new card in such a way that all players can see it at the same time. This
means players must pick the card up from the furthest side and turn it over quickly.
Players may find it is easiest to first turn the game board so that the card is in front
of them when turning it over.

A uctio n eer cards
Just like with a real auction, the auctioneer regularly intervenes in the events. If one of
the blue auctioneer cards is turned over, you must immediately follow the corresponding instructions. You may not start an auction and should not grab the auction block.

+

+

◆◆ Pause: The auctioneer demands a small break. Nothing is
done at this point, and it’s the next player’s turn.

◆◆ Clear away face-up cards: The auctioneer is unhappy about
the lack of bids. All face-up cards are immediately removed
from the game board and placed in the discard pile.
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◆◆ Clear away all cards: “My auction, my rules.” The auctioneer
has all the cards (both face up and face down cards) on the
game board cleared away and placed on the discard pile.
Seven new cards from the draw pile are then placed on the
game board.
◆◆ Payday: You get a call from your bank, which wants to settle
your account. Open the money chest. The players who have
less than 10 coins in their personal stockpile may stock up so
they again have 10 coins. Before this happens, any players
who at that point in time that may have 11 coins (see “borrow” cheat tile) must hand over their surplus coins.

Once the auctioneer’s instructions have been followed, the next player turns over the
next card.
If the red “clearance sale” auctioneer card is turned over, the following happens:
+

+

◆◆ Blind auction. The auctioneer is in a particularly good mood.
That’s why all face-up and face-down cards on the game
board are now up for bid. Will one of the players grab the
auction block? Then the auction of all the cards can start.
Did no player grab it? Then the next player turns over the next
card on the game board, and the “blind auction” lapses.

It is possible that during a later auction there is still a “pause”, “payday”, or “blind auction” auctioneer card face up on the game board. If this is the case, the player who wins
the bid takes this card.
T he cheat tiles
When it is a player’s turn to make a bid in an auction, before making a bid or passing,
they may choose to play use one or more of their cheat tiles to make life difficult for the
others.
◆◆ Cheat Peek: What’s coming next? Take a secret peek at two of the
covered cards of your choice on the game board. Then place them
back face down.
◆◆ S wap: With this cheat tile you can swap one of the cards you won at
auction for one of the cards on the game board. If you take a card
that was face-up on the game board, then you must place your card
face-up on the resulting free space. If you take a face-down card from
the game board, then your card should be placed face down on the
appropriate field.
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Warning! If you place an auctioneer card face up on the game board it doesn‘t become
active again! If you place it face down on the game board, the instructions are followed
again when the card is turned over.
Important! The current bid remains, even if, for example, a noble old-timer has turned into
a glass of pickled eggs.
◆◆ B
 orrow: If you’re short on cash you can “borrow” a coin. In a manner
of speaking it stays in the family. Decide which player has to give you
a coin out of their personal stockpile. If the player you chose doesn’t
have any coins left, then you’re unlucky and are left empty-handed.
Once a cheat tile has been played, it must be turned over, and you may not use it again
in the current game.

If all the cards on the game board are auctioned, draw seven new cards and place them
face down on the game board. If a player turns over the last card on the game board
and no one wants to start an auction, then the remaining cards are cleared off and
placed in the discard pile. Seven new cards are then drawn and placed face down on
the game board. The player whose turn it is then turns over a card, and play continues as
described.
E n d of the game
The game ends when all the cards have been auctioned or placed on the discard pile,
and the draw pile is empty.
Now add up the points on your object cards and deduct any negative points. The player
with the most points wins the fight for Lady Richmond’s inheritance. If there is a tie, the
player wins who has the most objects in a single category (e.g., the largest stuffed animal
collection).
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WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD -

Small parts. Not for children
under 3 years.

short i n structio n
A im of the game
Attend the inheritance auction and bid to purchase the most valuable treasures and earn the
most points by the end of the game.
P reparatio n
◆◆ Set up game board, place the auction block in the middle of the game board, shuffle the
playing cards, set up a face-down draw pile, and place a card from the draw pile face
down on each of the seven fields outlined on the board.
◆◆ Assemble the money chest.
◆◆ Each player receives: 3 cheat tiles of one character and 10 coins
H ow to pla y
Turn over a card on the game board
- No players care to start the auction bidding process on this card? → Leave it turned up and
turn over the next card
- A player would like to start an auction? → Grab the auction block
-A
 uction: Grab the auction block /→ Announce a starting bid & place coins out in front of
you /→ Players take turns raising or passing /→ Have all but one player with the highest
bid passed? The highest bidder puts the number of coins bid into the chest and takes the
card(s) from the game board into his/her pile
- Turn over the next card.
Have all seven cards laid out been auctioned/cleared or turned over and nobody wants to bid
on them? Then remove those cards and lay out seven new cards, face down from the draw pile.
B lue auctio n eer cards
◆◆ Pause: no bidding allowed
◆◆ Clear away face-up cards: immediately place face-up cards on the discard pile
◆◆ Clear away all cards: place all laid-out cards on the discard pile and lay out seven new
cards face down from the draw pile.
◆◆ Payday: open the money chest and refill or reduce each player’s money stockpile to 10 coins
R ed card “ cleara n ce sale ”
◆◆ Blind Auction: All laid-out cards (face-up and face-down) are up for auction. No peeking
at face down cards.
C heat tiles
Each of the 3 cheat tiles can be played once (but only before bidding or passing) during the
entire game. Once a cheat tile is used, it is then turned over.
◆◆ Cheat Peek: player can look at two face-down cards on the game board
◆◆ Swap: swap one of the cards you won at auction for one of the cards on the game board
◆◆ Borrow: take a coin from another player
E n d of the game
The draw pile and game board are empty = end of the game
Most points = winner
Tie: the player with the largest number of object cards in one category = winner
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